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NT CADCAM is one of the UK’s most respected elite resellers of SOLIDWORKS 3D CAD (Computer Aided Design) engineering software. Its head office is located in Haddenham, Buckinghamshire, and it has nine regional offices located around the country offering pre-sales, technical support and training to more than 2,600 customers.

Founded in 1996, the company employs 63 people and has supplied over 7,000 licences of SOLIDWORKS to companies across a broad range of industries from energy and electronics to medical and machinery.



NT CADCAM approached Padua Communications for help to support and dovetail its existing marketing strategy and content creation. After attending its industry’s annual expo, SOLIDWORKS World, it became clear that content marketing should form a key part of NT CADCAM’s strategy.

Why it needed us

The marketing team consisted of two members of staff who had already put solutions in place for their branding and social media, but were struggling to find the time and expertise to implement a content marketing plan with an ever-increasing workload. As well as their regular marketing output, NT CADCAM wanted to run additional one-off campaigns through social media but was missing the content to use with it.
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Bridget Mason, marketing manager for NT CADCAM says: “Content Marketing had been on our radar for over a year but we simply didn’t have the time to invest in holding the interview, writing the content, getting it approved and then amending as necessary. SOLIDWORKS World just reinforced our determination to get a strategy in place. All the workshops were around the effective use of content marketing and why it needed to become a key part of our strategy.”

NT CADCAM also wanted to increase leads from its website and to build better brand awareness by coordinating lead generation, marketing and media outreach work.

What we did

Padua Communications immediately devised and implemented a new approach to provide content to dovetail with NT CADCAM’s existing social media strategy. We set up interviews with key members of staff involved in current campaigns and produced timely material to enhance social media offerings.
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At the same time we held a Brand Messaging Workshop at NT CADCAM’s head office with all key personnel including CEO Peter Teague, operations director Chris Horn and the marketing team, to help NT CADCAM refine its target audiences, messages and marcoms strategy.

Our Brand Awareness Workshops are an innovative part of our service and are designed to be a collaborative team project to help clients understand how they want to be positioned with existing and new customers. The Padua Communications team also uses this process to ensure uniformity across all content created and communication channels in terms of messaging, tone and language.

The result

The delivery of regular content including campaign-related blogs has generated brand awareness and provided real proof of what SOLIDWORKS and NT CADCAM can offer to potential customers. Working via email and with monthly conference calls, Padua Communications is able to react quickly to any changes in the content schedule and quickly implement new campaigns as required.
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For example, for National Women In Engineering Day, NT CADCAM decided to increase its support by running a week-long campaign that each day focused on a different female engineer. With just a day’s notice, Padua Communications was able to set up, interview and generate original and relevant content, which has had a positive impact on strengthening customer relationships and highlighting the work NT CADCAM is doing to help its clients.

Padua Communications is also creating professional and quality case studies on NT CADCAM’s biggest clients. Following new funding from SOLIDWORKS to actively encourage resellers to produce content, NT CADCAM has been able to take the lead in creating professional and quality case studies on some of its biggest clients.

Bridget Mason, Marketing Manager at NT CADCAM said: “The extra content produced has certainly increased leads from our website and our social media analytics show our social media profile is growing – particularly through LinkedIn.”

Internally, the sales teams are also exploiting this new material to show existing and potential clients the full range of services NT CADCAM has to offer. The sales team has also generated new leads and sales by highlighting the additional marketing support NT CADCAM can offer new clients by producing case studies and blogs as attractive and non-discounted benefits.

A case study about NT CADCAM’s client ICE that designed a world-breaking trike on SOLIDWORKS to win a race to the South Pole, was shown to a new prospect. They were so impressed at the extended marketing NT CADCAM can offer new customers that they increased their order from one licence to three.

“The creation of original content is providing our sales team with new resources and material that is helping us win contracts,” says Bridget. “It is a useful tool in highlighting how we are different from our competitors and shows the sort of things we can do for new customers.

“The most obvious impact internally, is the perception of all the great stuff we’re suddenly producing – things people have been asking for, for some time, especially in terms of the case studies – which is ultimately creating an increase in leads,” adds Bridget.

Media Outreach

By producing timely press releases, Padua Communications has actively generated new contacts and leads with all the target audience publications – effectively ensuring there is no media outlet in the CAD industry that doesn’t now know about NT CADCAM. Padua Communications has repurposed content in key online and trade publications including:

	The Engineer (circulation: 28,000),
	Eureka (circulation: 17,000),
	Develop3D (circulation: 16,000)
	Controls, Drives & Automation (circulation: 12,500)


“Padua Communication has helped raise our visibility which all helps to increase our standing in the industry,” says Bridget.

“After a year of frustration where we knew we needed to be doing content marketing, but simply didn’t have the time to do it ourselves, it is great to finally have a team we can rely on to provide us with exactly what we need, when we need it. Everything has been done to schedule efficiently and quickly and the team have an excellent understanding of our needs and the messaging we need to get out there.”
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Free marketing & PR resources









Sign up we’ll send you our free marketing and communications newsletter packed with helpful advice, along with details of our events.
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Helping a large university event run smoothly with content, design, video, PR and facilitation



Read More
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New PR strategy, focus on marketing and the target customer helps Lucy’s Farm navigate change



Read More
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Upskilling RS Sailing’s marketing staff with training



Read More
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Modernising GSMA’s training courses to improve engagement
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Building credibility and authority for a rebranded IT apprentice company
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Our blog content boosts site visits by 500%
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How Padua Communications streamlined GSMA’s training delivery



Read More
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Our content wins £200,000 of new business for retail client
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Automated marketing platforms need fine-tuned content to get results
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How Padua Communications transformed Laser Lines’ marketing



Read More
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5 Glasshouse Studios, Fryern Court Road, Fordingbridge SP6 1QX
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About us









At Padua Communications, business is personal. We are a team of family and friends, sharing insights and collaborating to get the best outcome for you.


































Sign up for free stuff









Sign up for our free marketing and communications newsletter packed with helpful advice and details of our events.
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Scroll To TopWe use cookies on our website to remember your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of all cookies.
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Privacy Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.



 







Necessary 


 Necessary 



Always Enabled 




Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	__stripe_mid	1 year	Stripe sets this cookie to process payments.
	__stripe_sid	1 hour	Stripe sets this cookie to process payments.
	_cfuvid	session	Helps Cloudflare apply rate limits to traffic where multiple unique visitors share the same IP address, such as traffic from behind a NAT.
The _cfuvid cookie is only set when a site uses this option in a Rate Limiting Rule, and is only used to allow the Cloudflare WAF to distinguish individual users who share the same IP address. Visitors who do not provide the cookie are likely to be grouped together and may not be able to access the site if there are many other visitors from the same IP address.
	cf_clearance	1 year	This Cloudflare Clearance Cookie stores the proof of challenge passed. It is used to no longer issue a challenge if present. It is required to reach an origin serve
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-advertisement	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie records the user consent for the cookies in the "Advertisement" category.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie records the user consent for the cookies in the "Analytics" category.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	1 year	The GDPR Cookie Consent plugin sets the cookie to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie records the user consent for the cookies in the "Necessary" category.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie stores user consent for cookies in the category "Others".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie stores the user consent for cookies in the category "Performance".
	CookieLawInfoConsent	1 year	CookieYes sets this cookie to record the default button state of the corresponding category and the status of CCPA. It works only in coordination with the primary cookie.
	PHPSESSID	session	This cookie is native to PHP applications. The cookie stores and identifies a user's unique session ID to manage user sessions on the website. The cookie is a session cookie and will be deleted when all the browser windows are closed.
	viewed_cookie_policy	1 year	The GDPR Cookie Consent plugin sets the cookie to store whether or not the user has consented to use cookies. It does not store any personal data.
	wp_woocommerce_session_*	2 days	WooCommerce sets this cookie to make a unique code for each customer so that it knows where to find the cart data in the database for each one.
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functional






Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
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performance






Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
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analytics






Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_ga	1 year 1 month 4 days	Google Analytics sets this cookie to calculate visitor, session and campaign data and track site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to recognise unique visitors.
	_ga_*	1 year 1 month 4 days	Google Analytics sets this cookie to store and count page views.
	sbjs_current	session	Sourcebuster sets this cookie to identify the source of a visit and stores user action information in cookies. This analytical and behavioural cookie is used to enhance the visitor experience on the website.
	sbjs_current_add	session	Sourcebuster sets this cookie to identify the source of a visit and stores user action information in cookies. This analytical and behavioural cookie is used to enhance the visitor experience on the website.
	sbjs_first	session	Sourcebuster sets this cookie to identify the source of a visit and stores user action information in cookies. This analytical and behavioural cookie is used to enhance the visitor experience on the website.
	sbjs_first_add	session	Sourcebuster sets this cookie to identify the source of a visit and stores user action information in cookies. This analytical and behavioural cookie is used to enhance the visitor experience on the website.
	sbjs_migrations	session	Sourcebuster sets this cookie to identify the source of a visit and stores user action information in cookies. This analytical and behavioural cookie is used to enhance the visitor experience on the website.
	sbjs_session	1 hour	Sourcebuster sets this cookie to identify the source of a visit and stores user action information in cookies. This analytical and behavioural cookie is used to enhance the visitor experience on the website.
	sbjs_udata	session	Sourcebuster sets this cookie to identify the source of a visit and stores user action information in cookies. This analytical and behavioural cookie is used to enhance the visitor experience on the website.
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Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	NID	6 months	Google sets the cookie for advertising purposes; to limit the number of times the user sees an ad, to unwanted mute ads, and to measure the effectiveness of ads.
	test_cookie	15 minutes	doubleclick.net sets this cookie to determine if the user's browser supports cookies.
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	6 months	YouTube sets this cookie to measure bandwidth, determining whether the user gets the new or old player interface.
	VISITOR_PRIVACY_METADATA	6 months	YouTube sets this cookie to store the user's cookie consent state for the current domain.
	YSC	session	Youtube sets this cookie to track the views of embedded videos on Youtube pages.
	yt-remote-connected-devices	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the user's video preferences using embedded YouTube videos.
	yt-remote-device-id	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the user's video preferences using embedded YouTube videos.
	yt.innertube::nextId	never	YouTube sets this cookie to register a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.
	yt.innertube::requests	never	YouTube sets this cookie to register a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.
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Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	m	1 year 1 month 4 days	No description available.
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